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Abstract: The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will answer fundamental questions about the origin,
evolution, properties, and influence of magnetic fields throughout the Universe. Magnetic fields can
illuminate and influence phenomena as diverse as star formation, galactic dynamics, fast radio bursts,
active galactic nuclei, large-scale structure, and dark matter annihilation. Preparations for the SKA
are swiftly continuing worldwide, and the community is making tremendous observational progress
in the field of cosmic magnetism using data from a powerful international suite of SKA pathfinder
and precursor telescopes. In this contribution, we revisit community plans for magnetism research
using the SKA, in light of these recent rapid developments. We focus in particular on the impact
that new radio telescope instrumentation is generating, thus advancing our understanding of key
SKA magnetism science areas, as well as the new techniques that are required for processing and
interpreting the data. We discuss these recent developments in the context of the ultimate scientific
goals for the SKA era.
Keywords: magnetic fields; polarization; instrumentation: interferometers; techniques: polarimetric;
telescopes

1. Introduction
Cosmic magnetism has traditionally been a relatively specialised field, but is increasingly
recognised as a domain where new progress is crucial to gain greater understanding of broader
astrophysical phenomena such as the star formation process, galaxy evolution, the physics of
phenomena related to active galactic nuclei, galaxy clusters, and large-scale structure, and the evolution
of the early Universe. Following steady progress over the last several decades through a diverse range
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of observational tracers and theoretical approaches, a leap forward in the radio domain is anticipated
with the development of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The first phase of the SKA will comprise
two interferometric radio telescope arrays: a low-frequency array in Western Australia (SKA1-LOW)
observing from 50–350 MHz with 131,072 broadband log-periodic dipoles organised into 512 stations
separated by a maximum baseline of 65 km; and a mid-frequency array in South Africa (SKA1-MID)
observing at least from 350–1760 and 4600–15,300 MHz with 197 offset-Gregorian antennas separated
by a maximum baseline of 150 km. A full description of the SKA “Design Baseline” is provided on the
project website 1 .
The impact of the SKA on magnetism science was first broadly considered in a volume dedicated
to the SKA science case about 16 years ago [1–4]. Since then, the SKA Organisation has fostered the
development of this science case (and others) within the wide international community through the
Cosmic Magnetism Science Working Group (SWG). This SWG was instrumental in developing an
updated description of SKA science ambitions, as was comprehensively described about five years
ago in the two-volume SKA Science Book 2 . An overview of chapters within the field of cosmic
magnetism, as well as a description of the headline magnetism “Rotation Measure (RM) Grid” survey
were provided [5]. The overview chapter was supplemented with additional detailed contributions
in the areas of active galactic nuclei and radio galaxies [6–9], nearby galaxies [10,11], galaxy clusters
[12–14], the Milky Way [15,16], the interstellar medium (ISM) and star formation [17,18], large-scale
structure and the cosmic web [19,20], dark matter [21], and advanced techniques [22–24].
Since then, rapid progress in developing our understanding of cosmic magnetism and refining
the questions that we will seek to answer with the SKA is already visible based on results that are now
starting to flow from SKA pathfinder and precursor activities. This paper seeks to provide an updated
snapshot view of the field, on the basis of presentations and discussions at the most recent SKA science
meeting 3 , which was held in Manchester (U.K.) from 8–12 April 2019.
The radio domain 4 has been very successful for many years in tracing the magnetic fields that
pervade the Universe on all physical scales [25,26]. Three primary techniques are employed: (i)
synchrotron radiation, including its degree of linear and circular polarization; (ii) the Faraday rotation
effect induced by intervening magneto-ionic media; and (iii) Zeeman splitting of energy levels in atoms
and molecules. A full review of these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper; we refer the
reader to [27] for a detailed description of the insights that can be gained from the study of synchrotron
emission and Faraday rotation and [28,29] for reviews of the power of Zeeman splitting.
This paper is organised as follows. We begin by revisiting the key science areas in the field of
cosmic magnetism that we intend to probe with the SKA (Section 2), highlighting advances that have
occurred since the publication of the 2015 SKA science book. This progress is now rapidly taking
place with an impressive international suite of SKA precursor and pathfinder telescopes (Section 3),
while simultaneously clarifying the capabilities and potential of those instruments. These ongoing
developments are not only answering existing scientific questions and prompting new ones, but also
serving to clarify the technical considerations that are required to maximise the science achievable
using SKA observations (Section 4) and providing a fresh context for the design of the key surveys
anticipated to be delivered by the SKA (Section 5). We conclude the paper with some thoughts about the
steps that will be required in the coming years before the SKA enters its operational phase (Section 6).
2. SKA Magnetism Science Cases
Cosmic magnetism has been a key SKA science driver since the early planning phases of the
project [30], including an early “RM Grid” concept (e.g., [1]). The SKA holds great promise because

1
2
3
4

https://astronomers.skatelescope.org/documents/
https://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=215
https://indico.skatelescope.org/event/467/
In this paper, we focus primarily on the frequency range intended to be covered by the SKA: 50 MHz ≤ ν ≤ 24 GHz.
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of the central importance of meter- and centimetre-wavelength radio observations for the study of
cosmic magnetism. Synchrotron radiation, which traces magnetic fields perpendicular to the line
of sight, is typically dominant at these wavelengths. Synchrotron radiation is intrinsically linearly
and circularly polarized at a fractional amount that reflects the degree of order of the magnetic field.
Faraday rotation and depolarization effects, as well as the conversion of linear into circular polarization
(e.g., [31,32]), which depend on the magnetic field strength along the line of sight, are observable
effects that typically carry detailed behaviour across broad frequency ranges, reflecting the structure of
the magneto-ionic medium. Furthermore, the Zeeman effect that is observed in molecular lines such
as OH, H2 O, and to a lesser extent, CH3 OH (as a non-paramagnetic molecule), provides us with an
independent measurement of in situ magnetic fields threading molecular clouds.
The magnetism-oriented chapters 5 of the 2015 SKA Science Book (see [5] for an overview)
describe how modern techniques will be revolutionary for developing a newly detailed observational
picture of cosmic magnetism. Specifically, the community now makes use of Faraday rotation measure
(RM) synthesis (originally conceived by [33], and updated in the context of modern radio telescope
technology by [34]) and the complementary analysis technique “Faraday tomography”, through which
observed features are associated with structure along the line of sight. This approach is based on the
Faraday depth [33]:
φ (r ) ∝

Z 0
r

ne ~B · d~l

(1)

where ne is the thermal electron density, ~B is the magnetic field, ~l is the line of sight, and the sign
convention is that φ is positive for ~B directed toward the observer. Although Faraday depth is not
equivalent to physical distance, expressing linear polarization as a function of this quantity provides
the potential to distinguish multiple magneto-ionic contributions along the line of sight to and through
radio sources. However, interpretation of the observed features in a three-dimensional distribution
is not a trivial task and requires complementary multi-wavelength observations, simulations, and
other tools for analysis and interpretation. During the last several years, the power of RM synthesis
and Faraday tomography has been demonstrated in various aspects of cosmic magnetism (see for
example [35]), thanks in large part to the wider wavelength coverage of modern radio telescopes.
Although Faraday rotation measure and Faraday depth provide combined information about the
line of sight magnetic field, thermal gas density, and distance, supplementary constraints on the
thermal gas density and distance can be provided by multi-wavelength observations in the X-ray
and optical bands, respectively, thus isolating and constraining the magnetic field contribution. For
R
impulsive sources such as pulsars and fast radio bursts (FRBs), the dispersion measure (DM ∝ ne dl)
also provides complementary information about the thermal electron density along the line of sight
(e.g., [36]). This multi-wavelength and multi-tracer observational approach has started to take shape
through the efforts of various research groups over the past few years.
In this section, we provide brief reviews of the primary magnetism science cases that have been
developing, with an emphasis on recent progress that has been made in theoretical and observational
studies. The study of cosmic magnetism spans diverse astrophysical domains, and magnetic fields
within the corresponding observational targets range over a wide variety of scales, from Mpc down
to sub-pc. Overarching these detailed studies are two common questions: (1) What is the origin and
evolution of magnetic fields throughout the Universe? (2) How do magnetic fields illuminate and
influence the physical processes in different objects? The SKA will probe magneto-ionic media in
many different environments including the large-scale structure of the Universe and the intergalactic
medium (IGM), large-scale jets and outflows from AGN, the formation and evolution of galaxies and
stars, and the properties of the interstellar medium (ISM).

5

https://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=215#session-2111
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2.1. Large-Scale Structure and Cosmology
2.1.1. The Cosmic Web
The largest structures in the Universe comprise the cosmic web, the network of filaments and
sheets that connects galaxy clusters. Constraining the properties of the magnetic field in the cosmic
web is at the frontier of cosmic magnetism research. It has been predicted by numerical simulations
that the cosmic web is filled with baryons at temperatures ranging from 105 K to 107 K. This warm-hot
IGM, or WHIM, is the main candidate for the solution to the so-called “missing baryon problem”
[37,38] in the local Universe and is cospatial with the intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF). If the IGMF
was formed in the early Universe (Section 2.1.2), then its presence can be best traced in voids or on the
largest linear scales (>10 Mpc) in the cosmic web. While in the case of galaxy clusters, the presence of
significant dynamo amplification of primordial (or galactic) seed fields is beyond doubt, in the IGMF
of filaments, the level of dynamo amplification and the memory of ancient magnetic seeding events is
more debated, and ultimately related to the (unknown) level of plasma turbulence there.
The community is seeking detections of the filamentary magnetised cosmic web through two
primary techniques: diffuse, low surface brightness synchrotron emission originating from within the
filaments themselves and through careful analysis of RMs for background sources with lines of sight
passing through the large-scale structure. Recently, a number of radio observations have attempted
to constrain the IGMF strength in filaments [39–43]. RMs from extragalactic polarized sources and
fast radio bursts (FRBs; Section 2.1.5) have been used to place limits on the strength of the IGMF in
voids of less than 10 nG [44–48], which already rules out some of the theoretical predictions [49–51].
In order to put stringent constraints on the IGMF on the basis of RMs for extragalactic polarized
sources, a detailed knowledge of the thermal gas density distribution along the line of sight and its
mixing with the magnetic field is required. Moreover, given the likely low level of RMs from the IGMF
in filaments, a careful selection of background sources and excellent sensitivity will be necessary to
disentangle the intrinsic contribution from background sources from that of intervening filaments (e.g.,
[52]), in addition to carefully separating the Galactic RM foreground. The prospect of constructing
RM Grids using FRBs is of particular interest due to the simultaneous availability of rotation and
dispersion measures [50,53]. The SKA will discover hundreds to thousands of localised FRBs [54] and
therefore deliver RM Grids from FRBs, which have the potential to untangle the degeneracy between
electron density and magnetic field.
2.1.2. Early Universe and the Epoch of Reionization
In the early Universe, primordial magnetogenesis scenarios may require some modifications to
the standard theory of inflation and cosmology; such magnetic fields could impact the formation of
the large-scale structure in the Universe [55]. The existence of a pervasive IGMF would introduce
non-Gaussian anisotropies in the CMB and could affect the duration of the Epoch of Reionization
(EoR) [56,57], while the EoR itself may be crucial for seeding the IGMF [58]. Therefore, observational
constraints on the IGMF in the early Universe are an important component for cosmological models.
The IGMF in the early Universe may be constrained by the EoR observations that will be undertaken
with the SKA [59], because magnetic fields can alter the expected spatial fluctuations of density
and temperature through heating mechanisms from ambipolar diffusion and decay of turbulence in
the IGM [60].
2.1.3. Galaxy Clusters
Magnetic fields in clusters have historically been revealed through detection of diffuse synchrotron
emission from the intracluster medium (ICM) and Faraday RMs of embedded and background radio
sources. The number of diffuse radio sources identified in galaxy clusters has increased by a few
hundred over the past few years [61], largely due to an increase in the prevalence of high-quality
observations at low radio frequencies. Radio halos are found to be generally unpolarized, likely due
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to depolarization effects, limited resolution in Faraday space, and because current interferometers
have limited sensitivity and angular resolution. Based on the existence of µG-level magnetic fields at
cluster centres, intrinsic polarization of radio halos is expected at 15–35% levels [62]. Detection of this
emission will provide information about the ICM magnetic field power spectrum.
It remains unclear how magnetic fields are distributed and amplified during cluster evolution
and how cosmic rays are (re-)accelerated in this environment. These processes are tightly coupled to
the physics of shock waves and magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence in the ICM (e.g., [63,64]).
During the formation of galaxy clusters, up to 1064 ergs are deposited in the ICM on large spatial
scales and then on increasingly smaller scales through turbulent cascades. The strength and coherence
length of cluster magnetic fields should depend on the growth stage of MHD turbulence, implying
that they vary between merging clusters, regular clusters, and cool-core clusters. The mechanism of
growth of intracluster magnetic fields is still debated. Initial simulations by [65] have shown that its
strength saturates during cluster formation, while later work showed that dynamo action can explain
the magnetic field strength presently indicated from rotation measure observations [66].
Cool-core galaxy clusters show higher gas density than merging systems. As the plasma has a very
high conductivity, to first order, the magnetic field is frozen-in, and hence, its strength is expected to be
higher, implying higher rotation measure values. This expectation is confirmed by radio observations
that indicate magnetic fields with strengths in cluster centres of order µG and fluctuation scales up to a
few hundreds of kpc in merging systems, while observations of relaxed systems indicate magnetic
field strengths in cluster centres up to order 10 µG and fluctuation scales of the order of tens kpc or
less (see e.g., [67]). Moreover, magnetic field strength is expected to correlate with gas density and/or
temperature [68].
SKA observations of galaxy clusters will be powerful for determining cluster magnetic field
properties through RM synthesis if the cluster area is sufficiently sampled by background polarized
sources, and especially by diffuse polarized background radio sources to resolve field structures smaller
than the separation of sources in the RM Grid (e.g., [69]). The statistics of the spatial fluctuations of the
larger sources can reveal the turbulent properties of the ICM.
2.1.4. Dark Matter
Dark matter is a fundamental ingredient of our Universe and of structure formation models,
and yet, its fundamental nature is elusive to astrophysical probes. Information on the nature and
physical properties of the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP), the leading candidate for a
cosmologically relevant dark matter, can be obtained by studying the astrophysical signals of their
annihilation/decay. Among the various electromagnetic signals, electrons and positrons produced by
WIMP annihilation generate synchrotron emission in the magnetized atmosphere of galaxy clusters
and galaxies, which could be observed as a diffuse radio emission centred on the dark matter halo.
A deep search for dark matter radio emission with the SKA in local dwarf galaxies, galaxy regions
with low star formation, galaxy clusters (with offset dark matter-baryonic distribution, e.g., the Bullet
cluster [70]), and studying angular correlations of the unresolved radio background can be effective in
constraining the WIMP mass and annihilation cross-section [21]. These limits strongly depend on the
magnetic field, which is typically poorly known in the quiescent regions of interest, i.e., in the regions
where the astrophysical “background” is dim.
Studies with different telescopes have recently attempted the detection of a radio WIMP signal,
including the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) [71], Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) [72,73],
LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) [74], and Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) [75]. They all obtained
a null detection and derived upper limits on the dark matter interaction rate. The SKA will have the
capability to determine simultaneously both the magnetic field strength in the dark matter-dominated
structures and the dark matter particle properties. It has been shown that the search for WIMP radio
signals with the SKA and its precursors (for example in the very relevant case of dwarf spheroidal
galaxies [72]) will progressively close in on the full parameter space of WIMPs, which means it will
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constrain the dark matter annihilation cross-section below the so-called “thermal value”. With the SKA,
the uncertainties associated with the description of the ambient medium will dramatically decrease,
reducing the astrophysical uncertainties and allowing a more precise determination of the dark matter
bounds.
2.1.5. FRBs
The study of fast radio bursts (FRBs) has grown rapidly [76] since the first detection [77] just over
a decade ago, with a particular rise in activity associated with localisation efforts [78,79] aimed at
resolving outstanding questions about their origin and physical properties. Rotation measures from
FRBs can be very useful to help constrain the environment of these enigmatic sources. As a remarkable
example, observations of repeating FRB121102 indicated an extremely large RM of O(105 ) rad m−2
with a 10% variation over the course of seven months [80]. RM synthesis clearly indicated a single
component of polarized emission behind a single extreme RM screen, implying an environment
similar to a massive black hole or a supernova remnant. Meanwhile, FRBs showing small RMs of
O(10) rad m−2 have proven powerful to constrain the IGMF to less than tens of nG [45,79] as described
in Section 2.1.1. In the SKA era, the study of polarized emission from FRBs is expected to deliver
further interesting information. For example, temporal variation of the polarization angle may provide
an indication of the rotation of the repeating sources, while the degree of depolarization may constrain
the proportions of regular and turbulent magnetic fields along the line of sight. The RM variations of
repeating FRBs on different time scales can indicate the plasma transition near the source or in the
intervening medium.
Extreme RMs of O(105 rad m−2 ) are likely to be found through comprehensive polarization
surveys, including in the environments of high-power radio sources. More generally, the detection
of sources with extreme RM values can be an exciting pathway to the discovery of exotic sources
and should be taken into account when planning to optimise the SKA’s capability for exploring the
unknown Universe (e.g., [81]).
2.2. Individual Galaxies
2.2.1. Normal and Star-Forming Galaxies
Magnetic fields in the ISM of galaxies have an important moderating influence on the star
formation process [82], and their properties and evolution are therefore integral to the formation
and evolution of galaxies. A fundamental question is the origin of the large-scale coherent magnetic
fields that are commonly observed in galaxies in the local Universe [25,83]. These magnetic fields are
understood to have been amplified over poorly-constrained time scales from weak seed fields present
at an early phase of galaxy formation [84–87]. To probe this amplification history observationally,
efforts focus on studying the magnetic fields in high-redshift galaxies [88–91] and testing the galactic
dynamo theory in the local Universe [92]. In the local galaxy population, it is crucial to observe objects
with a wide range of properties, including differentially and solid-body rotating disks. The redshift
evolution of the strength and order of galactic magnetic fields is a critical aspect to better understand
the physics, as is the dependence on key properties such as the star formation rate, galactic rotation,
and environment.
Broadband radio observations have proven to be very effective for probing the structure of
magnetic fields in galaxies in the local Universe (e.g., [93,94]). Detailed studies of individual galaxies
across a broad range of radio frequencies are crucial to probe the interaction between star formation
and magnetic field properties (e.g., [95–98]). When applied to large and well-defined samples, these
observations are now probing the typical magnetic structure in galaxy halos, far from the regions of
active star formation [99], and thereby constraining the processes such as cosmic ray propagation
that support and drive the structures at the outskirts of galaxies [100]. Current dynamo theory
cannot explain certain aspects of galactic magnetic fields, for example in spiral arms and halos [92].
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A comprehensive understanding of the structure and evolution of galactic magnetic fields can improve
models of starburst-driven outflows, IGM feedback [101,102], and cosmological structure formation
simulations [103,104]. Magnetic fields in the outermost parts of galaxies may be understood through a
dense RM Grid (e.g., [105,106]) as will be delivered by the SKA.
Groups and pairs of galaxies are crucial for understanding the unique influence of environments
that are denser than for galaxies in the field, but sparser than in clusters. For example, LOFAR’s
survey capability is facilitating studies of the typical properties in this regime (e.g., [107]). Intergalactic
magnetic fields have been recently found in nearby galaxy pairs [108,109]. Using the SKA, we will be
able to probe the magnetic fields in similar systems to uncover the influence of magnetism in small
galaxy groups.
2.2.2. Active Galactic Nuclei
The scientific investigation of active galactic nuclei (AGN) requires an understanding of the
physics of accretion onto the supermassive black hole (SMBH) and, in some cases, the launching of
powerful relativistic jets that can extend beyond the host galaxy environment and deposit energy and
magnetic field into the surrounding intergalactic medium (IGM). It is expected that mass accretion
onto the SMBH makes the AGN a time-variable source [110], while the magnetic field in the disk
enables the accretion of material through the magneto-rotational instability (MRI) [111]. Therefore,
while it is difficult to place observational constraints on the magnetic field in the accretion disk, the
time variability of AGN gives a clue to its properties.
Recently, the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has confirmed the general understanding of the
standard theory of gravity and the mechanism of radiation transfer in the presence of an SMBH
[112,113]. The next step is to detect the emission from the jet base, where the magnetic field
is thought to play a key role in the formation of the relativistic jet. In this regard, polarization
and RM observations at relatively high frequencies (allowing detection of the high expected RMs)
are important to constrain the magnetic field geometry at the jet launching site. On much larger
scales, polarization and RM observations have provided support for the theoretically-expected helical
magnetic field geometry [114].
However, further downstream, there may be a transition to a less ordered field geometry,
which radio observations can uniquely probe, before the jet terminates (or is disrupted) to generate the
classical double-lobed radio galaxy structure. The radio lobe morphology can be classified into roughly
two types, Fanaroff–Riley (FR) I and FR II. It is unknown to what extent the magnetic field of jets or of
the surrounding medium affects the morphology of radio lobes. Investigating links between the lobe
morphology and the state of the accretion disk can provide new discovery potential. Finally, AGN jets
supply a significant amount of energy and magnetic field to the surrounding IGM [115–117] and are
thus crucial for a complete understanding of the formation and evolution of the cosmic structure on
large scales.
2.3. Galactic and Sub-Galactic Scale Fields
2.3.1. The Milky Way
The Milky Way is a unique object in which to understand magnetic field structures in spiral
arms [36], the Galactic Center [118], and the Galactic halo [119,120] in exquisite detail. Magnetic fields
affect Galactic large-scale (kpc) structures through the Parker instability [121] and the MRI [122] and
alter Galactic small-scale (pc) structures through MHD turbulence. The interplay of these large-scale
and small-scale magnetic field components provides unique insights into the dynamo mechanism that
enhances and maintains magnetism in galaxies [123]. Furthermore, measurements of magnetic helicity
can help to constrain dynamo theory [124]. Although the turbulent magnetic field component is
expected to be ubiquitous in galaxies [83], it is only directly measurable in detail in the Milky Way (see,
e.g., [125]), possibly also through interpretation of RM spectra (but see [126]). Understanding turbulent
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interstellar magnetic fields will allow us to gauge their influence on star formation, gas heating and
dynamics, cosmic ray propagation, and other physical processes in the interstellar medium.
Interstellar objects such as supernova remnants, planetary nebulae, H IIregions, globular clusters,
and gigantic radio loops are all shaped by the influence of the Galactic magnetic field (e.g., [127–130]);
see also Section 2.3.2. The magnetic content of high velocity clouds (HVCs) such as the Smith Cloud
[131] is important for their longevity. Characterizing magnetic fields in all of these objects yields
insight into their evolution and impact on their Galactic environment. For the largest of these Galactic
structures, single-dish data will be required to supplement the SKA. New all-sky surveys of the diffuse
polarized emission from the Milky Way with single dish telescopes have been conducted recently
(e.g., [132,133]). These surveys provide polarization observations at multiple frequency channels over
a broad bandwidth, which allow us to utilize RM synthesis to study the properties of the Galactic
magneto-ionic medium [134,135].
The Galactic magnetic field deflects ultra-high energy cosmic rays, thus concealing their
origins [136,137], and the polarization signatures that it causes provide significant foregrounds
for extragalactic studies such as CMB polarization (e.g., [138–141]) and the Epoch of Reionization.
Therefore, detailed knowledge of the magnetic field strength and structure of the Milky Way is
essential for a number of extragalactic science drivers. An SKA1-MID RM Grid will provide a detailed
view of the Galactic magnetic field structure (e.g., [142]), including field reversals, the halo field
(e.g., [119,120]), and other constraints on Galactic magnetic field models, as well as magnetic fields
associated with individual structures like bubbles and nebulae such as SNRs, pulsar wind nebulae,
H II regions, and planetary nebulae. SKA1-LOW will complement SKA1-MID through facilitating
broad-band polarimetry and high-precision RM measurements towards diffuse emission and objects
in the Milky Way and beyond. The combination of an RM Grid and polarized diffuse emission has
been demonstrated to be powerful in understanding extended structures [143] and will in the future be
able to reveal small-scale properties of MHD turbulence, as well as a tomographic three-dimensional
view of the magnetized ISM, with an even denser RM Grid using the SKA.
2.3.2. The Interstellar Medium and Star Formation
Elucidating the role of magnetic fields in the formation and evolution of molecular clouds, and in
particular in regulating star formation within those clouds, is a key science goal of astronomy. In the
last few decades, it has been recognized that magnetic fields play a crucial role in the mechanism of star
formation through various astrophysical processes (e.g., [82,144–151]). For example, magnetic fields
are linked to the energy dissipation of the ISM allowing molecular clouds to form and determining the
physical condition of MHD turbulence [152–156]. A full understanding of MHD turbulence is required
in order to explain the formation of dense molecular clouds. The SKA will be able to probe magnetic
fields in molecular clouds and starless cores [157]. Magnetic fields provide an additional force to the
ISM as a tension and an additional heating term though ambipolar diffusion. These are key factors
required to understand the collapse of a dense molecular cloud to form a protostar.
The evolution of molecular clouds is partially controlled by magnetic fields, including in dense
filaments, which are the main sites of star formation [158]. The role of magnetic fields in forming and
shaping these is not yet clear [151], but can be resolved by determining the strength and degree of
order of magnetic fields and comparing with simulations. Within molecular clouds, field strength
measurements are via the Zeeman effect [28], readily observable in maser emission, but requiring very
deep, pointed observations with high spectral resolution at radio frequencies for thermal emission
(e.g., OH at 1665 and 1667 MHz). The Zeeman effect can be prominent in paramagnetic molecules,
particularly OH, but the nature of the emission can make measurements difficult, particularly thermal
emission, for which it is small relative to the linewidth, and thus difficult to measure. Magnetic field
structure within molecular clouds is thus typically measured via thermal dust emission and has been
mainly an area for sub-millimetre and far-infrared observations (see, e.g., [159]), but maser emission
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studies can be productive (e.g., [160,161]). RM Grids can also be used to determine the magnetic field
in molecular cloud regions, if they are sampled by a sufficient density of sources (e.g., [162,163]).
Magnetic fields collimate the molecular jets of young stellar objects (YSOs) through magnetic
tension [164,165]. Magnetic fields are also believed to play a significant role in the formation and
evolution of planet-forming disks [166,167]. The SKA will test this through sensitivity to polarized
emission from large grains aligned with the magnetic field, which will also probe grain growth in
these disks [168,169]. Magnetic fields in the ISM surrounding star-forming regions both influence the
evolution of and may also be impacted by H II regions [129,170]. The SKA will be able to probe the
detailed physical conditions in and around H II regions [171,172]. Supernova shock waves appear to
amplify the magnetic fields of the upstream ISM significantly. The shapes, polarization, and Faraday
depth characteristics of SNR can reveal the magnetic fields in the remnant and in the surrounding
ISM [173,174]. Understanding the magnetic field amplification mechanism is necessary to examine the
role of supernova shock waves in the origin of Galactic cosmic-rays.
Additionally, the near-Earth environment can be traced through Faraday rotation probes of
coronal mass ejections (CMEs; e.g., [175,176]) and studies of the ionosphere through the resulting
distortions in source positions (e.g., [177]) and eventually RMs (e.g., [178,179]).
3. Pathfinder Progress
SKA pathfinders and precursors feature new technical capabilities, as well as design enhancements
in comparison with traditional radio telescopes. Many of these facilities are planning substantial new
magnetism surveys, which provides us with a twofold opportunity: first, to test many of the analysis
techniques that are planned for SKA data products, but on a somewhat smaller scale; and secondly, to
further develop the science questions that will be addressed in the SKA era. In this section, we aim to
highlight some SKA precursor and pathfinder telescopes that are driving substantial progress in the
field and to capture recent results that they have produced.
3.1. Science Capability from New Technology
Substantial developments with three classes of radio telescope technologies have driven recent
improvements in science capability. Broadly speaking, these new telescopes provide increases in
sensitivity, field of view, accessible bandwidth, and often, combinations of these.
3.1.1. Phased Array Feeds
Phased array feeds (PAFs) are integrated collections of dual-polarization dipoles, mounted in the
focal plane of a dish reflector, with the aim to sample the electric field intercepted by the antenna system
completely. Beamforming techniques are used to form “digital” beams on the sky, and simultaneous
beams can be used to image instantaneously a far larger field than would be otherwise possible through
the use of a single receiver on the same reflector. Two prominent examples of this approach are the
Aperture Tile In Focus (Apertif) upgrade to the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) in the
Netherlands [180] and the Mk-II PAFson the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP)
[181] at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) in outback Western Australia.
These PAF-based systems deliver very large fields of view: for example, 9.5 and 30 square degrees
with Apertif and ASKAP, respectively, with the difference between them largely driven by the antenna
diameter (25 and 12 m, respectively). Linking the individual antennas as an interferometric array
ensures that an increase in field of view is achieved while retaining excellent angular resolution
(typically, ≈ 5–3000 ). Additionally, the digital PAF beamforming process is in principle highly flexible
and offers the prospect for constraining the orthogonal components of polarization (these systems
work on the basis of linear polarization, so “X” and “Y”) to have very similar beam shapes, and thereby
providing extremely high polarimetric performance throughout the wide field of view.
PAFs are powerful for new magnetism surveys primarily because of their large field of view, which
translates to a very high survey speed despite their typically lower sensitivity as compared to the new
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single-pixel receivers (described in Section 3.1.2). PAF systems also tend to deliver moderately large
fractional bandwidth, with practical limits set by the desire to mosaic the same field of view with beams
with frequency-dependent sizes, as well as realistic data management and processing constraints.
An example of the polarization performance of ASKAP is the mapping of the southern lobe of
Centaurus A [182]. The excellent angular resolution, surface brightness sensitivity, and polarization
performance together provided a new and highly detailed view of the magneto-ionic structure
associated with this iconic radio galaxy.
3.1.2. Wideband Single Pixel Feeds
Modern single pixel receivers (here referred to as Wide-Band Single Pixel Feeds (WBSPFs)) are
sensitive feeds across a very broad bandwidth. The newest of these receivers provides a performance
comparable to the best traditional “octave” feeds (typical ratios of 1.85:1), but consistently across
much broader bandwidths (ratios of 3:1 or greater). Prominent examples of the octave variety and
relevant for new polarization surveys are MeerKAT, currently operating at L-band with an 800 MHz
bandwidth (880–1680 MHz)[183,184] and soon to be equipped with systems from 580–3700 MHz,
and the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), which has continuous frequency coverage delivered
by several contiguous octave feeds between 1 and 50 GHz 6 [185]. The Parkes radio telescope, as an
SKA technology pathfinder, currently has an ultra-wide bandwidth receiver operating from 700 MHz
to 4 GHz [186]. Parkes is also designing a comparable pair of systems to operate from 4 to 26 GHz.
A recent outcome demonstrating the value of the excellent spectropolarimetry that is now
available with the VLA is the recognition of compressed upstream magnetised ISM associated with
the Sagittarius spiral arm [187] through the detection of polarized extragalactic sources with RMs in
excess of 103 rad m−2 . The ultra-wide band receiver at Parkes is already delivering broad bandwidth
polarisation studies of pulsars (e.g., [188,189]), and there are also a number of ongoing projects focused
on broadband continuum polarisation mapping.
3.1.3. Aperture Arrays
Aperture arrays have seen a dramatic resurgence in recent years. These are commonly used at low
frequencies (ν < 350 MHz). Aperture arrays are similar to PAFs, but are fixed on the ground rather
than illuminated by a reflector. Key examples are the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) [190] and the
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) [191,192].
Like PAFs, some aperture arrays can be used to observe multiple simultaneous fields of view
across very wide areas, leading to flexible survey capabilities. Regardless of individual details, aperture
arrays provide very wide fields of view and thus high survey speeds. They are very powerful for
magnetism surveys because they provide extremely large fractional bandwidth, at a frequency range
distinct from traditional work in the GHz regime.
Aperture arrays have proven to be productive for studying magnetism in the local and distant
Universe, both with the MWA [193–195] and LOFAR [48,106,120,196]. Although radio sources tend to
be substantially depolarized at low frequencies in dense environments, the detection rate is better in
the outskirts of galaxy clusters or for field galaxies, and the precision with which Faraday rotation
measures can be determined is excellent. Results from large-area extragalactic polarization surveys
with both the MWA and LOFAR are discussed in Section 3.2.
3.2. Upcoming Magnetism Projects
In Figure 1, we demonstrate the continual and ongoing improvement of current and future surveys
for the production of RM Grids. Each survey is represented by an indicative sky area and corresponding
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polarized source density. Additionally, the size of each marker reflects the angular resolution of the
survey, and the colour indicates the nominal RM precision that can be reached. Diagonal dashed lines
are intended to highlight the locus of “current” (lower) and “pathfinder” (upper) survey capability.
The SKA1-MID survey stands out by having an exceptionally high source density over the full Southern
sky, together with excellent angular resolution and RM precision. We now provide brief descriptions
of the individual surveys.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Rotation Measure (RM) grid survey strengths of various existing and
future radio surveys. The size of each marker reflects the angular resolution of the survey, and the
colour indicates the nominal RM precision that can be reached, where green indicates the capacity for
measurements with lower RM uncertainties. Diagonal dashed lines are intended to highlight the locus
of “current” (lower) and “pathfinder” (upper) survey capability.

ASKAP RACS. The Rapid ASKAP Continuum Survey (RACS; McConnell et al., in prep.) is the
first all-Southern sky imaging survey completed using the full ASKAP array of 36 dishes. The primary
goals of RACS are to establish an initial broadband sky model for calibration purposes and to provide
a state-of-the-art continuum survey of the Southern sky. RACS is assembled from shallow, 15 min
pointings, covering declinations −90◦ < δ < +50◦ with a target angular resolution of 1200 . Despite
the short integrations, the RMS noise in Stokes I is ∼ 300 µJy beam−1 , a significant improvement over
previous surveys such as NVSS [197] and SUMSS [198]. A polarization component is being delivered in
addition to the total intensity images and catalogue. This is called Spectra and Polarization In Cutouts
of Extragalactic Sources from RACS (SPICE-RACS; Thomson et al., in prep). It will deliver RMs
for a projected 100,000 radio sources, initially in the frequency range 744–1032 MHz, corresponding
to a Faraday resolution of 44 rad m−2 , at an angular resolution of 2500 . This frequency range will
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later be extended to include the ∼ 1150–1450 MHz range, allowing for greater sensitivity to Faraday
thick structures.
ASKAP POSSUM. The Polarization Sky Survey of the Universe’s Magnetism (POSSUM) 7 [199]
is ASKAP’s full-depth polarization survey. It is complementary to the Evolutionary Map of the
Universe (EMU) survey [200]. POSSUM has long planned to provide frequency coverage from about
1130–1430 MHz, but may cover lower frequencies (similar to the initial RACS band as described above),
depending on survey commensality and RFI avoidance. POSSUM will generate an RM Grid over a
sky area of 30,000 square degrees, through imaging to a depth of about 20 µJy beam−1 , resulting in
up to about a million polarized sources. The angular resolution will be ≈10–1500 and depending on
final frequency coverage will deliver RM precision better than 4–13 rad m−2 for sources detected with
signal-to-noise ratios in polarization of at least five. POSSUM will provide excellent surface brightness
sensitivity to map extended emission in, for example, cluster relics and the lobes of radio galaxies.
ATCA QUOCKA. The QUOCKA (QU Observations at Cm wavelengths with Km baselines using
ATCA) Survey 8 (Heald et al., in prep.) will supplement our understanding of the polarized sources
that will be detected with POSSUM, through targeted broadband observations of radio galaxies already
detected in polarization during the ASKAP early science period. Using the ATCA, ≈550 sources were
observed from 1.1–3.1 and 4.5–8.5 GHz in several snapshots. These data will be used to develop a clear
picture of the (de)polarization properties of radio galaxies and to inform the relatively narrower-band
data that ASKAP will deliver. Because of the excellent polarization characteristics of ATCA, QUOCKA
will also deliver a high-quality search for circular polarization probing the jet properties within the
target sources.
VLASS. The VLA Sky Survey (VLASS) 9 [185] is an effort to deliver a high-quality catalogue
along with maps of radio sources over a bandwidth of 2–4 GHz. VLASS is conducted in an on-the-fly
survey mode and includes a polarization component as a high priority goal. VLASS has some science
aims similar to QUOCKA and adds well-resolved polarization images and a search for extreme RM
sources, up to ≈16,000 rad m−2 . In addition to RMs for compact sources, the high angular resolution
(≈2.500 for total intensity, ≈500 for polarization) together with the broad bandwidth will allow a detailed
study of the magneto-ionic structures in over 10,000 radio galaxies across the Universe. Figures 12 and
13 in [185] show the power of this high resolution for radio galaxy polarization studies.
MeerKAT. Several MeerKAT Large Survey Projects (LSPs) incorporate a polarization component,
including in imaging mode: the MeerKAT International GHz Tiered Extragalactic Exploration
(MIGHTEE) [201]; commensal polarimetry with the deep H I LADUMA (Looking at the Distant
Universe with the MeerKAT Array) 10 project [202]; and MHONGOOSE (MeerKAT H I Observations
of Nearby Galactic Objects —Observing Southern Emitters) 11 [203]. The MIGHTEE project team is
planning complementary observations with the upgraded Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT)
to provide combined deep polarimetry of several square degrees with semi-contiguous frequency
coverage from 300–2500 MHz. The deep field surveys will uniquely permit the study of magnetism
in the very faint radio source population, expected to be dominated by distant star-forming galaxies.
MHONGOOSE will probe magnetic fields in nearby galaxies through direct detection of diffuse
synchrotron radiation, as well as the analysis of RMs associated with background radio galaxies.
Additionally, the MeerTime project will regularly observe over 1000 radio pulsars using the MeerKAT
array for a wide range of science cases, including probing the magneto-ionic ISM (e.g., [204,205]).
Finally, the MeerKAT S-band Galactic plane survey, a MPIfR—SARAOcollaboration, will deliver
polarization products tracing the Milky Way’s magnetic field.

7
8
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CHIME. The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) operates in the
400–800 MHz band, with angular resolution 20–400 and a field of view of ∼200◦ . It was designed
for cosmological investigation of the history of the expansion of the Universe. To reach this goal,
the Milky Way foreground will have to be subtracted to a precision of 10−5 , implying that very
precise imaging of total-intensity and polarized Galactic emission will be produced, covering the
entire Northern sky. A subsidiary polarization survey with a 15 m telescope at the Dominion Radio
Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO) will be performed over the same band. The 15 m survey will
add very extended polarized structure, to which CHIME is insensitive and will provide polarization
calibration. The polarization mapping is a joint project of the CHIME Collaboration and GMIMS ([206];
see below). Subsequent to its construction, CHIME was fitted with a second digital backend for
investigation of FRBs and pulsars, including measurement of RMs [207].
LOFAR LoTSS. LOFAR is opening up the low-frequency (ν < 200 MHz) polarized sky at
high angular resolution (6–1000 ) and finding that surveys for linearly polarized sources are more
productive at these frequencies than had been anticipated some years ago [194,196]. Excellent progress
is now being made through the ongoing LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS) [208,209]. Studies of
polarization in individual objects [47] and collections of sources [48,210] hold promise to trace the weak
magnetic fields thought to thread the large-scale structure of the Universe (see also [42]). An RM Grid
is being produced from LoTSS data, with around one RM measurement per square degree; leading to
a full catalogue, which when complete should contain up to about 10,000 sources. The polarization
maps of these sources will be at excellent angular resolution (6–2000 ) and will have remarkably good
RM resolution (O(1) rad m−2 ). Complementary information will be provided by the WEAVE-LOFAR
Survey [211] through observations in the optical band using the William Herschel Telescope Enhanced
Area Velocity Explorer (WEAVE) spectrograph. The knowledge of the redshift of polarized radio
sources will provide the means to evaluate the pathlength traversed by the signal along the line of
sight, and thus allow inference of the magnetic field properties through statistical approaches and
detailed studies of individual sources.
MWA POGS. In the Southern sky, the MWA is also developing an all-Southern sky view of
extragalactic polarized sources. Using data from the GaLactic and Extragalactic All-Sky MWA
(GLEAM) Survey [212–214], a catalogue of ∼500 sources has been developed (see [195]). This catalogue
covers the entire sky south of declination +30◦ , in the frequency range 169–231 MHz, for a nominal
RM resolution of order 2.6 rad m−2 . The POlarised GLEAM Survey (POGS) provides high-precision
RMs for some 484 extragalactic radio sources and 33 known pulsars [215]. However, the low frequency
and moderate resolution (≈30 ) of POGS results in strong beam depolarisation due to fluctuations,
including in the Galactic foreground, on scales below the PSF. Polarimetry with the Phase II MWA
[192], which provides a factor ∼2 improvement in resolution [216], will provide a big step forward in
our understanding of the low-frequency polarised sky. This will not only come through reduced beam
depolarisation and improved sensitivity, leading to an increased number of source detections in this
comparatively unexplored sky area, but also through direct comparison of our Phase I and Phase II
measurements, which will allow us to probe the scale size of Galactic magnetic field fluctuations.
GMIMS. The Global Magneto-Ionic Medium Survey (GMIMS) has set out to map the polarized
emission from the entire sky, North and South, covering 300–1800 MHz with thousands of frequency
channels, using large single-antenna telescopes [206]. GMIMS is mapping the sky in Faraday depth,
making the first applications of RM synthesis to single-antenna data. The chosen frequency coverage
provides a resolution in Faraday depth of ∼4 rad m−2 and an ability to detect Faraday depth structures
up to ∼110 rad m−2 in extent. For technical reasons, the GMIMS band is broken into three bands,
300–800, 800–1300, and 1300–1800 MHz; all-sky surveys are being conducted in each band. To cover
both hemispheres, the entire project comprises six component surveys. Three are completely observed:
300–900 MHz and 1300–1800 MHz with the Parkes 64 m Telescope, and 1270–1750 MHz with the
DRAO 26 m Telescope. To date, only the range 300–480 MHz from Parkes has been published [132], but
processing of the other two is well under way. The GMIMS project is designed to probe the magnetic
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field as a significant energy-carrying component of the ISM [217,218] and to better understand ISM
processes by including magnetic fields.
4. Technical Considerations
New techniques and methods are required to turn the raw data collected by SKA pathfinders and
precursors, and eventually the SKA itself, into useful data products from which we can extract
brand-new magnetism science results. In this section, we highlight several examples of new
polarization-specific techniques and methods, following the order of data flow: from raw visibilities to
high fidelity wide-field full-Stokes image cubes; from image cubes to enhanced polarization products;
and from enhanced polarization products to magnetism science outcomes.
4.1. Calibration and Widefield Imaging
Most polarization surveys to be conducted with SKA pathfinders will consist of a mosaic of
images formed from distinct telescope pointings, or from on-the-fly mapping, to cover the region
of interest instead of a targeted on-axis approach. Therefore, to obtain high fidelity full-Stokes
image cubes, we need to be able to extract reliable polarization information from sources away from
the bore-sight; thus, the full-Stokes primary beam response needs to be taken into account. While
on-axis instrumental polarization can be calibrated and corrected for using standard calibration
procedures [219], off-axis instrumental polarization calibration is more complex [194,195,220]. Without
proper off-axis instrumental polarization calibration, sources that are intrinsically unpolarized will
artificially appear to be polarized, and sources that are in fact polarized will display polarization
properties deviating from their true intrinsic values. This instrumental effect is a major limiting factor
for robust RM determination across wide fields with current radio telescopes.
Correcting for these instrumental response terms is not only important for magnetism science, it is
also highly relevant for EoR studies since other Stokes parameters can leak into Stokes I, and especially
when the leakage signals have spectral dependencies, these can mimic or distort EoR signals [221].
It will be important for the SKA antenna design to start with good cross-polarization behaviour,
but corrections will nonetheless be needed. The observed Stokes IQUV is the outer product of the
direction-dependent Müller matrix characterising the primary beam response and the true Stokes
IQUV (e.g., [222]). The correction is less complicated if the primary beam pattern does not rotate with
respect to the sky throughout the observation and in that case can potentially be corrected in the image
plane. In general, a full solution to the problem requires a full-Stokes Müller A-projection treatment,
where the primary beam response in full-Stokes is projected out and corrected for in the imaging
step [223]. In order to use this algorithm, well-characterized frequency-dependent beam models are
required, using EM simulation results, holographic measurements, or a hybrid of these methods.
Self-calibration is an alternative approach to correcting for wide-field instrumental polarization effects.
For example, the work in [194] tested this approach on MWA data: as sources drift across the field of
view, assuming they are unpolarized, one could map out a leakage surface and subtract it out from the
observations. These techniques allow for high dynamic range, full-Stokes image cubes with minimal
instrumental effects across wide fields of view.
Another important polarization-related calibration step is ionospheric RM correction. This is
especially relevant at low frequencies (below ∼ 1 GHz) where the nominal uncertainty in Faraday
rotation is less than the magnitude of ionospheric Faraday rotation (which can often take values up to
at least ∼ 1–2 rad m−2 [178,193,224] and becomes more significant at solar maximum). In addition, over
long integrations at low frequencies, the time-variable ionospheric RM can depolarize astrophysical
signals and must therefore be corrected. These corrections are required in order to allow for magnetism
projects that aim to detect very small astrophysical RM, or very small variations thereof. This includes
probing the magnetic power spectrum on very small (< pc) scales using pulsar proper motion and the
associated RM time variabilities, the heliospheric RM, IGM magnetic fields at high redshifts, as well as
the study of ionospheric properties (e.g., [225]).
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Ionospheric RM is usually approximated as the integral of the product of electron content and
ionospheric magnetic fields in a thin shell approximation. Recently, the performance and the accuracy
of publicly available global ionospheric maps have been rigorously compared using LOFAR pulsar
RM observations [179]. While predictions using different geomagnetic fields mostly agree with each
other, the accuracy of ionospheric RMs is dominated by the ionospheric total electron content maps:
the JPLG[226] and UQRGmaps [227] are found to be superior. It is certainly beneficial to have local
high-cadence TECmeasurements [228]. Alternatively, it has also been shown that one can use brightly
polarized sources or the bright diffuse polarized synchrotron Galactic emission to track the ionospheric
RM if one has polarization measurements of the field of interest at different epochs [193,229].
4.2. Polarization-Specific Processing
Once we have the fully-calibrated Stokes IQUV image cubes in hand, the development of a
robust RM Grid catalogue that can be used to probe the science questions in Section 2 demands
that we ask the following basic questions: Where are the polarized sources? What are their angular
extents? What are their polarization properties, and how complex are their polarization behaviours as a
function of wavelength (λ)? The first two questions can be addressed by source finding in polarization,
while the latter two questions can be addressed by broadband polarization analysis tools such as RM
synthesis [33,34], Stokes QU fitting [230,231], and classification of the degree of complexity exhibited
in the Faraday dispersion functions (or “Faraday spectra”). All these tasks have to be accomplished
with a reasonable amount of computing time and resources. Source finding in polarization is highly
non-trivial [232,233]: noise in polarized intensity is non-Gaussian; individual sources can display
polarized emission at more than one Faraday depth; and the peak in polarized intensity does not
always coincide with that in Stokes I.
Performing source finding on Faraday depth cubes from RM synthesis might not be the most
computationally effective approach because the sky is largely empty of compact polarized sources.
One of the possibly more efficient methods to find polarized sources is the use of so-called Faraday
moments [234], which are the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and excess kurtosis of the observed
Stokes Q, U and polarized intensity (PI) cubes. Another possibility is to analyse only subregions
near total-intensity sources of interest [106]. In the former case, moment maps of the image cubes are
produced, and then, normal source-finding software can be employed on these maps to find polarized
sources. In both cases, RM synthesis will be performed on small subregions. This procedure greatly
reduces the number of pixels for which one needs to perform RM synthesis, and hence decreases the
required computing time, data storage, and network transport. The Faraday moment approach has
been shown to be produce satisfactory completeness and can bypass the need for procedures that deal
with non-Gaussian noise in polarized intensity. The more general source-finding problem is being
actively tackled by various SKA pathfinder project teams, including ASKAP’s POSSUM, which has a
dedicated group that works on data challenges to assess the completeness and reliability of source
finding strategies.
Further advances have been made in broadband polarization analysis tools in recent years. RM
synthesis is a non-parametric approach to developing a model of source polarization properties from
the observational data. Several implementations of the technique have been developed over the
past fifteen years, mostly based on direct Fourier transforms (DFTs), but in at least one case through
gridding the λ2 data and performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 12 . Improved data quality (reduced
errors and artefacts) should come about from combining the two-dimensional Fourier transform(s)
used to form channel images from the visibilities and the one-dimensional transform embodied in
RM synthesis to form a three-dimensional Fourier transform [235], a technique that holds interesting
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promise despite high computational demands. Separately, standard RM synthesis has been accelerated
through the use of GPUs [236].
Following RM synthesis, the resulting Faraday spectra can be deconvolved through a technique
(RMCLEAN) similar to cleaning synthesis images [93]. This technique has been improved by refining the
models generated by RMCLEAN in a maximum likelihood (ML) framework [237]. Currently ongoing
research is seeking to optimise deconvolution in the channelised image plane for sources with low
broadband signal-to-noise ratios.
Stokes QU fitting [230,231], on the other hand, is a parametric approach to describe broadband
polarization data using models of the magnetized medium along the line of sight. Recent developments
in this area include the FIRESTARTER algorithm [238], which takes into account the spectral indices
of each of the fitted polarized components, and the use of convolutional neural networks (CNN) to
classify Faraday depth spectra, to distinguish simple sightlines that exhibit only one RM component
from more complex sightlines [239]. Interpretation of Faraday spectra in the case of turbulence can be
complicated [126] and will require additional consideration.
Measuring polarization over broad bandwidths at low frequencies provides higher resolution
in Faraday depth (see, e.g., Figure 1). Higher resolution in Faraday depth is vital for distinguishing
between discrete Faraday screens and components, as well as subtle differences between RMs [48],
implying tremendous potential value from polarization surveys with SKA1-LOW. At the same time,
large RM values are becoming increasingly common within our Galaxy and in association with
extragalactic sources such as FRBs [80]; understanding these extreme RM values can provide significant
insight to the nature of the environment at and around the emission regions. However, large RM
values at low frequencies undergo bandwidth depolarization. This depolarization will either cause
sources with large RM to be undetected or incorrectly characterised in polarization at low frequencies.
The amount of channel depolarization varies with channel width in λ2 , which can vary substantially
over broad bandwidth, making it possible to generate signals that appear to show emission at more
than one Faraday depth purely due to an instrumental effect. Recent work [240] developed the
δλ2 -projection to model and correct the channel depolarization at low frequencies, which is analogous
to the projection family of algorithms in interferometric imaging. Furthermore, this work makes it
clear that many tools from interferometric imaging may be required for processing polarimetric signals
over broad bandwidths.
4.3. Getting to the Science: Analysis Tools
Once we have enhanced polarization data products at hand, we need analysis tools that will
enable us to deliver the actual cosmic magnetism science goals. For example, an information field
theory (IFT)-based framework [241] has been used to reconstruct the Galactic RM sky from noisy
measurements of discrete RMs towards background (extragalactic) polarized sources. The algorithm
takes advantage of the fact that RMs induced by our Galaxy are spatially correlated, while extragalactic
RMs and the observing noise should be spatially uncorrelated. Under this framework, the Galactic
RM can be reconstructed, along with an uncertainty map. The original reconstruction [242] has
been improved in recent years: first, by relying on fewer assumptions [243]; and also by folding in
additional information about thermal gas along the line of sight [142]. These algorithms permit a
statistical discrimination of the Galactic and extragalactic Faraday rotation. A further isolation of the
extragalactic contribution can be accomplished with a Bayesian technique [244], particularly useful for
enabling extragalactic magnetism studies. The assumption of an extragalactic uncorrelated term holds
when dealing with the largest currently available RM catalogue (from NVSS data; [245]), characterized
by a density of one source per square degree. However, this assumption will not be applicable any
more with the catalogue obtained with the SKA1-MID RM Grid, which will be ≈100× denser, because
lines of sight to adjacent sources will be near enough to pass through many of the same media, leading
to a correlated extragalactic RM contribution. A complicating factor will be that individual resolved
radio galaxies will themselves provide multiple samples of RM.
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There are also developments on new tools to identify and characterize structure in images,
facilitating comparisons between maps of diffuse Galactic polarized emission and other tracers
of the ISM. For example, the rolling Hough transform was first used to detect coherent linear
features in H I maps [246]and is now being applied more broadly to seek correlations between the
orientation of magnetic structures and different ISM phases [247]. Additionally, the polarization
gradient method [125] can be used to constrain fundamental parameters of interstellar turbulence.
The development of the techniques described in this section has been required to keep up with
the rapid capability advances coming from the new telescopes and instruments described in Section 3.
As we progress through the pathfinder era and continue to refine these analysis techniques, we are
increasingly preparing for the challenges of the SKA era.
5. Survey Specifications
A broadband polarisation survey covering a large sky area and with unprecedented sensitivity and
resolution, as we expect to be enabled by the SKA, will allow us to address a broad range of scientific
questions as reviewed in Section 2. Advancement in several characteristics of polarisation survey
specifications is crucial in order to make substantial progress in measuring the polarised emission
of cosmic sources and to gain new insight into the magnetic field of the Milky Way, extragalactic
objects, and in the cosmic web. A substantial improvement in sensitivity will be required in order
to detect more sources (raw sensitivity) and low surface brightness features (importance of short
baselines). Excellent angular resolution (importance of long baselines) is important to disentangle
source components, for example the lobes of distant radio galaxies, and to minimise the effects of beam
depolarisation. Finally, a core aspect of an SKA polarisation survey is the frequency range, which
establishes the RM range that can be studied, the degree of Faraday complexity that can be reliably
recovered, and the associated precision in measured RMs. Observations at lower frequencies deliver
better RM precision, but on the other hand, the fraction of depolarized sources increases towards lower
frequencies. In this section, we discuss in detail the specifications of an optimal mid-frequency survey
for mapping the polarized sky with the SKA [5], followed by additional considerations for ancillary
survey activities.
5.1. An SKA1-MID RM Grid Survey
Frequency range. The radio astronomy community has long experience working within the
L-band (1–2 GHz), a frequency range that addresses a broad range of scientific questions from
observations of radio continuum and H I, for example. In the context of radio polarimetry, this
is an excellent frequency range because it simultaneously provides reasonable RM precision (typically
. 10 rad m−2 for sources detected with sufficient signal-to-noise), while many sources that depolarise
at lower frequencies are still polarised. Therefore, we plan to carry out a primary polarisation
survey using SKA1-MID Band 2, from 950 to 1760 MHz [5]. In comparison to POSSUM (originally
1130–1430 MHz, although subject to change as indicated in Section 3.2), this provides a larger span in
λ2 -space by a factor of 2.7, so that SKA will deliver better RM precision by about the same factor. At
the same time, broadband spectral structures including extended features in the Faraday spectrum can
be recovered, allowing improved characterisation of Faraday thick sources. Based on the standard
expressions [34], SKA1-MID Band 2 will provide a nominal RM precision ∆RM . 5 rad m−2 for
sources with signal-to-noise ratios S/N ≥ 5 and partial sensitivity to resolved structures in Faraday
space with a breadth up to around 108 rad m−2 .
The rapidly changing RFI situation bears some brief discussion here. While both SKA sites
are protected from ground-based interference, SKA1-MID Band 2 is nevertheless expected to be
partially affected by aircraft and satellite communication. In particular, the range from 1025–1150 MHz
is populated by aircraft navigation, while 1217–1251 MHz is used for Global Navigation Satellite
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System (GNSS) satellites 13 . Although we expect to be able to mitigate the direct impact of this RFI
using standard practices, on the other hand, we also expect that the sidelobes resulting from RM
synthesis will be substantially increased due to frequency gaps generated by RFI flagging: a naive
analysis indicates that the innermost RM sidelobes will increase from ∼ 30% to ∼ 50%, making reliable
deconvolution techniques for RM spectra even more crucial.
Sensitivity. Meaningfully increasing the number of catalogued polarized sources compared to
existing and SKA pathfinder surveys requires a sensitivity of 4 µJy beam−1 . Assuming that a flux
density of five times the noise is required to measure the RM of a source confidently, the polarized
flux density threshold for sources in the RM Grid catalogue would be approximately 20 µJy beam−1 ,
though we anticipate that we may be able to catalogue sources up to a factor of two fainter, depending
on advances in data processing, source detection, and characterisation [248]. Based on studies of the
faint polarized radio source population [249,250], we expect to be able to find 60–90 polarised sources
per square degree. Preliminary results from POSSUM indicate that ASKAP will be able to measure
RMs over the full Southern sky with a density of 25–30 sources per square degree, in agreement with
estimates developed in the same way, hence corroborating the expected density of polarised sources
for the SKA polarisation survey.
Our current estimate for the observing time required per field in order to reach the target sensitivity
at our desired resolution is 15 min [251]. We expect to require approximately 30,000 pointings to cover
the observable sky and wish to observe at night; thus, the execution of the survey requires ∼2.5 years
including overhead (see also [5]). There are aims for developing a scanning mode for MeerKAT, similar
to VLASS, which may significantly reduce the overhead.
Angular resolution. A crucial parameter for SKA polarimetry surveys is the nominal angular
resolution. We aim to achieve improvements both over existing surveys, as well as ongoing SKA
pathfinder polarisation surveys. Moreover, we aim to achieve a common angular resolution with total
intensity continuum surveys in a comparable frequency band. We therefore aim for 200 resolution,
matching the “legacy” reference Survey #4 that is optimised for cross-identification with optical
surveys, as described by [252] (their Table 1). This is significantly better than the expected angular
resolution of POSSUM, around 1000 , and 2.5 times better than the significantly shallower VLASS’s
resolution at 3 GHz. This desired improvement in angular resolution is crucial to isolate distinct RM
components across a large fraction of resolved sources in the image plane directly. For example, many
double radio sources will be clearly separated into two components at 200 resolution, and more subtle
variations across sources will be ubiquitous. The angular resolution is also essential to obtain higher
quality RMs as elements of an RM Grid (see [253] for a more detailed assessment of factors crucial for
optimising the quality of the SKA RM Grid).
According to a recent simulation [254], the confusion limit in Stokes Q and U for this survey
is 0.4 nJy beam−1 , well below the expected sensitivity level of 4 µJy beam−1 . This indicates that,
in principle, substantially deeper targeted observations in polarization with the same observing setup
could be performed without being limited by confusion noise.
(u, v) coverage. A crucial aspect of the expected improvement in SKA polarization survey quality
is the far more complete instantaneous (u, v) coverage in SKA1-MID observations as compared to
current facilities (expected rmsof near-in PSF sidelobes is well below 1%; [255]). Even if difficult to
quantify in advance over the full survey area, the larger number of baselines will allow a significantly
better image reconstruction for complex extended sources and their polarised emission. Although
SKA1-MID will itself provide exquisite sensitivity to emission on angular scales up to ≈0.5–1◦ , as an
interferometer, it will still be subject to missing short spacings, and we anticipate that supplementary
single-dish observations will be required for Milky Way research.

13

See, for example: https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/docs/manuals/obsguide/rfi
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Sky coverage. We advocate a survey that covers the entire accessible sky from the SKA1-MID
site, i.e., 30,000 square degrees. There are a few primary reasons for this preference. First, a
comprehensive understanding of the entire visible Milky Way, through background-source probes
and mapping of individual Galactic sources and diffuse emission at all Galactic latitudes, is essential
not only for the study of the Galaxy itself, but also to ensure a high-quality foreground model for
interpreting extragalactic objects and supporting complementary research programs (including FRBs
and cosmological studies). Moreover, research projects that rely on large numbers of individual
sources are best served with wide-area, rather than deep, but narrow-area, survey observations. For
magnetism studies in particular, robust statistical analysis differentiating galaxy sub-classifications
requires large numbers of sources, and probes of redshift evolution also require very large catalogues
for unambiguous results. Finally, support for transient studies (counterpart identification and
multi-messenger follow-up) requires an all-sky foundation. On the basis of such an all-sky SKA1-MID
Band 2 survey, we expect to catalogue up to about three million polarized sources [254] to form the
SKA1-MID RM Grid.
Commensality. As noted above, the SKA1-MID survey described here has the same specifications
as the “legacy” reference continuum Survey #4 described by [252]. However, the relative priority of
the reference continuum surveys currently places more emphasis on narrower, more sensitive survey
projects. This calls for a more active discussion about survey commensality between science teams,
especially those with plans for large-area SKA1-MID surveys, possibly including H I mapping.
Data products and analysis. We aim to provide data cubes with sufficient frequency resolution
so that we retain sensitivity to the expected RMs. The native spectral resolution of SKA1-MID is
13.4 kHz, which would allow full-sensitivity recovery of emission at RMs up to a few times 105 rad m−2 ,
expected in some environments as described in Section 2.1.5. However, by retaining this frequency
resolution over the full bandwidth, individual cubes covering a sky area of only one square degree
would each require 7 TB of disk storage. Moderate RMs of up to about 104 rad m−2 (more than
sufficient for the vast majority of magnetism science cases) would be retained with a more reasonable
1 MHz spectral resolution, with which each cube would only require about 95 GB. At this frequency
resolution, IQUVcubes for all pointings for the full RM Grid survey would amount to approximately
5 PB. This data storage aspect is discussed further in Section 6.2.
RM synthesis and subsequently QU fitting will be used to identify and characterise the RM
spectrum for each detected source. Through active research programs on SKA pathfinder telescopes,
the community is currently optimising the procedures for this analysis stage to ensure efficient
extraction of reliable source characteristics.
5.2. Additional Considerations
Beyond the specific requirements for our planned SKA1-MID Band 2 RM Grid survey, we note
some additional aspects that bear attention in light of recent progress and results. These may form the
basis of updates to our plans as we approach the SKA era and/or ancillary ideas for additional SKA
Key Science Projects.
Dedicated efforts are now under way with SKA pathfinder telescopes (Section 3, especially
headline surveys such as POSSUM and MIGHTEE). These are developing new knowledge and
expertise, and as they push into new parameter space, they will allow us to learn how to develop and
utilise these deeper polarization data products properly. On the basis of the new knowledge that will
be gathered between now and the establishment of specific plans to execute SKA surveys, we should
be alert to opportunities to improve the survey strategy and the associated plans for data analysis.
As outlined above, a key aspect of polarization surveys is the total frequency coverage, and in
particular, the total span in λ2 -space is crucial for maximising the RM precision that can be expected.
Moreover, the evolution of the polarized source population over a wide frequency range, along with
broadband depolarization and re-polarization behaviours of individual sources are also of current
interest. In the long term, the magnetism community may find that there is strong interest in a
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further increase in bandwidth by combining surveys across an even larger contiguous frequency
range, and in particular SKA1-MID Band 1 (350–1050 MHz) to complement the primary Band 2 survey
described here.
As noted above, the confusion level for polarization is expected to be far below the noise level
that we aim to achieve for the SKA RM Grid survey. This leaves considerable opportunity for deep
imaging surveys probing into the faint polarized source population, and probing the evolution of
magnetism to high redshift, for example. A deep survey to complement the all-sky RM Grid survey is
likely to be of particular interest.
Finally, we note the exciting new polarization results that are presently emerging from LOFAR
and its all-sky imaging survey LoTSS [48,208]. Recently, exploitation of total intensity and polarimetric
LOFAR observations demonstrated that these frequencies are powerful to address the study of
magnetisation in as-yet unexplored systems. This advance is due to the capability for revealing low
surface brightness radio sources (e.g., [43,256]) and dispersion in Faraday rotation down to 1 rad m−2 or
less, likely associated with low-density and weakly magnetized environments, while being completely
blind to dense and highly magnetized environments (e.g., [48,210]). These results highlight the
importance of SKA1-LOW observations in combination with SKA1-MID, for a comprehensive study of
cosmic magnetism in different magnetic field strength and thermal gas density regimes. It is clear that
there is tremendous opportunity for SKA1-LOW to continue to probe this opening window to much
higher sensitivity and over a broader frequency range than is currently being pursued with LOFAR.
Plans for such a survey, which would be highly complementary to the MID RM Grid survey, will be
developed based on the experience developed from LOFAR and with a view toward commensality
with other SKA science areas.
6. Looking Forward
6.1. SKA Data Challenges
The SKA Organisation has recently commenced a program of “SKA data challenges”, which aims
to familiarise the user community with standard SKA data products and to help working groups
develop and provide input into the associated processing and analysis pipelines [257]. The first data
challenge, issued in November 2018 and concluded in July 2019, consisted of simulated SKA images
at 0.56, 1.4, and 9.2 GHz, but only in total intensity and with no spectral index information. As such,
this initial simulated dataset was not suitable for exploring the various challenges associated with
polarimetry and magnetism science.
Future SKA data challenges will contain polarisation information, hopefully at successively
greater levels of complexity. The first step will be to include a spectral index, polarised fraction,
polarisation angle, and RM for each total intensity component, which will allow the Magnetism
Science Working Group explore basic polarisation pipelines that employ polarisation source finding,
RM synthesis, or QU fitting. The community has already begun to undertake simple polarisation
source challenges in this vein [258], which highlight the difficulties that current algorithms experience
even with relatively simple situations. A concerted effort will be needed to improve these approaches
for SKA.
An initial round of enhancements might include depolarising effects due to multiple RMs
within the synthesized beam, Faraday thick structures, spectral index effects, non-zero synchrotron
optical depths, and bandwidth depolarisation within each spectral channel. Further effects will
include spatially-extended sources (in which the polarised morphology and number of polarised
components do not match their total intensity counterparts), the presence of diffuse polarised
foregrounds [193,259,260], polarisation leakage (both on- and off-axis), ionospheric Faraday rotation,
and averaging of this leakage due to sky rotation or mosaicing. It is important to appreciate that
simulating every conceivable polarisation property of an SKA observation is potentially an even bigger
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challenge than recovering them and that it is unlikely that any data challenge will fully capture all
aspects of the polarised sky.
6.2. SKA Regional Centres
Data products for the SKA will be made available to users via a network of SKA Regional Centres
(SRCs) [261], which will provide a range of services including archiving, user support, and custom
processing and re-processing. There will be a core set of products offered by all SRCs, but also some
unique services that perhaps only a subset of SRCs will provide. The aim is that this will be transparent
to SKA users, who need not know in which SRC their data are located and will be able to access their
data regardless of where they are based or affiliated.
Magnetism science with SKA will have unique requirements with regard to the data products
produced and hosted by SRCs, centred on two main themes. First, magnetism experiments almost
always require information in the Stokes parameters Q and U, and often also in I and V. There will
always be leakage between Stokes parameters (see Section 4.1), which will be a complex function of
frequency, location on the sky, and offset from the pointing centre. Leakage effects will need to be
corrected for in calibration and in post-processing, and residual leakage will need to be appropriately
characterised so that the user can set thresholds for what constitutes a valid measurement.
Second, the main data-taking mode for magnetism projects will be spectropolarimetry, which has
distinct requirements from both continuum (total intensity) and spectral line observations. For most
continuum experiments, the behaviour of intensity as a function of frequency will be captured in
the form of Taylor terms, which describe the mean intensity, spectral index, spectral curvature, and
higher order terms across the band. This is unsuitable for Faraday rotation and other polarimetry
experiments, where the behaviour in Stokes Q and U can be highly complicated and oscillatory as a
function of frequency and which cannot be efficiently described as a small set of Taylor terms. Rather,
full-Stokes frequency cubes will need to be produced, stored, and analysed, so that the behaviour of Q
and U as a function of frequency can be studied according to the user’s needs. For most spectral line
experiments, image cubes will be produced at very high spectral resolution, often over a relatively
narrow bandwidth. For polarimetry with SKA1-MID, the spectral resolution needed will be modest
> 1 MHz), but the total bandwidth will be broad (100 MHz). For SKA1-LOW, the spectral resolution
(∼
needs to be higher, but the spectral bandwidth is also narrower. In both cases, the sidelobe pattern,
resolution, and field of view will vary significantly across the band, removing much of the efficiency or
commonality in processing that might be employed for a spectral line cube. Furthermore, the dynamic
range for many spectral line experiments is fairly low, meaning that deconvolution per channel is
relatively unimportant; this will often not be the case for spectropolarimetry.
Some of the corresponding polarisation products that the SRC network will need to make
available include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

14

A catalogue of polarisation and Faraday rotation properties for each detected polarised
component, using a standard format 14 ;
A cross-listing of detected polarised components matched to their component or source
counterparts from total intensity;
“Coarse” image cubes of IQUV, covering the entire survey area at modest (∼1 MHz)
spectral resolution;
Possible “fine” image cubes of IQUV, covering some subset of the sky at high spectral
resolution (up to the maximum spectral resolution that will be available over the full bandwidth,
13.4 kHz [251]);
Cubes of Faraday depth, either cut-outs around detected sources or covering the entire sky;
Images of the peak Faraday depth and associated polarized intensity.

See https://github.com/Cameron-Van-Eck/RMTable for a proposed format.
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The main polarisation catalogue will need to contain a large number of parameters, including: the
component’s image coordinates; flux, polarised fraction, and position angle at a fiducial wavelength;
peak Faraday depth; and uncertainties on all these parameters. Additionally, the catalogue needs to
characterise the presence of multiple features in the Faraday depth spectrum.
Multiple developments are taking place worldwide to establish the first elements of the SRC
network. For example, a prototype SRC has been built and is running at the Shanghai Astronomical
Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences [262], which is open to the community. Similarly, Australia
has established a prototype SRC (AusSRC), which is working with the SKA precursor telescopes
ASKAP and MWA, providing support for these teams as they develop methods of dealing with
large-scale data. In Canada, the Canadian Initiative for Radio Astronomy Data Analysis (CIRADA)
15 is producing enhanced and science-ready data products for polarization from POSSUM, VLASS,
and CHIME, and is also acting as a pilot study for an anticipated Canadian SRC. In South Africa, the
Inter-University Institute for Data Intensive Astronomy 16 , in partnership with several South African
institutions, has established a data intensive research cloud 17 prototyping SRC technologies, as well
as processing and analytics tools for SKA pathfinder Large Survey Programs on MeerKAT and the
upgraded GMRT.
7. Summary
In this contribution, we revisited the science goals and primary survey plans of the SKA Cosmic
Magnetism Science Working Group, originally detailed about five years ago [5], in light of the rapid
observational progress that is taking place within the field. It is clearly the case that SKA pathfinder
telescopes and associated survey efforts are making substantial headway toward the capability that
will be required to make the most of the SKA.
In the next few years, we will see the emergence of an all-sky RM Grid at intermediate source
density from ASKAP POSSUM and VLASS, taking us partway toward the transformational capability
that will be provided by the SKA RM Grid; and exquisite deep polarization images from MeerKAT
MIGHTEE, which will inspire even deeper efforts with the SKA. The magnetism community stands at
the threshold of a rich observational opportunity.
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